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Problem

Live Streamers lack of content ideas

Content ideas are hard to figure out on daily basis

Lack of engagement between Streamer and Viewers

Viewers’ Engagement with the streamer through Chat 
messages is not enough

One way- instead of Two way communication between 
streamer and viewers
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Solution

Live chat storyteller

A Mini-Game which enables interactive experiences that connect 
streamers and viewers to play a storytelling game + Listen to it Live 
on Stream.
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Demo

works on mobile and all 
web browsers out there!

GoTo -> Live chat storyteller

visit app here ->
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https://p4637ynlpmb5x2u2.anvil.app/4RNCHNXXELJ7AREKXS3HWOBI


Business plan

Target customers

Content creators, Live Streamers and Influencers and 
their viewers 

Pricing

Twitch extension bits cut 80% Streamer 20% Developer. 

freemium  Model (Limited for free)

Revenue

Estimated Yearly revenue if only one streamer uses it, and 
he/she gets 10k bits on every stream -> 7.2k $
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Project Timeline/Future Enhancements

Twitch Viewers can 
contribute to the story 
through chat and 
have their story told 
by a predefined voice 
from 11labs.

Every single Chatter 
gets a unique 
character within the 
game resulting in a 
story with multiple 
characters with a 
unique voice from 
the voices library 
provided by 11Labs

Every chatter gets 
the option to 
contribute to the 
story with his own 
voice cloned by the 
elevenlabs 
technology.

Youtube streamers 
can use the webapp 
on their channel

Turn the webapp into 
an extension on 
Twitch

Supports Twitch 
only 

Multi character 
story

supports cloned 
voices

support for 
Youtube Live 
and kick.com

Build a Twitch 
extension

Implement LLMs for 
story enhancement 

Use large language 
models to clean and 
help the viewers in 
completing the story 
in a logical way.
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Thanks for checking out 

Live Chat Storyteller 

visit app here ->
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